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Reading List
The Grand Strategy of the Habsburg Empire
by A. Wess Mitchell
The Habsburg Empire’s grand strategy for outmaneuvering and outlasting stronger rivals in a
complicated geopolitical world The Empire of Habsburg Austria faced more enemies than any
other European great power. Flanked on four sides by rivals, it possessed few of the advantages
that explain successful empires. Its army was not renowned for offensive prowess, its finances were
often shaky, and its populace was fragmented into more than a dozen ethnicities. Yet somehow
Austria endured, outlasting Ottoman sieges, Frederick the Great, and Napoleon. The Grand Strategy
of the Habsburg Empire tells the story of how this cash-strapped, polyglot empire survived for
centuries in Europe's most dangerous neighborhood without succumbing to the pressures of
multisided warfare. Taking readers from the War of the Spanish Succession in the early 1700s to the
Austro-Prussian War of 1866, A. Wess Mitchell argues that the Habsburgs succeeded not through
offensive military power or great wealth but by developing strategies that manipulated the element of
time in geopolitical competition. Unable to fight all their enemies at once, the Habsburgs learned to
use the limited tools at their disposal?terrain, technology, and treaty allies?to sequence and stagger
their conflicts, drive down the costs of empire, and concentrate scarce resources against the
greatest threat of the moment. Rarely holding a grudge after war, they played the "long game" in
geopolitics, corralling friend and foe alike into voluntarily managing the empire's lengthy frontiers and
extending a benign hegemony across the turbulent lands of middle Europe. A study in adaptive
statecraft, The Grand Strategy of the Habsburg Empire offers lessons on how to navigate a messy
geopolitical map, stand firm without the advantage of military predominance, and prevail against
multiple rivals.

The Habsburg Empire: A New History
by Pieter M. Judson
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This panoramic reappraisal shows why the Habsburg Empire mattered for so long to so many
Central Europeans across divides of language, religion, and region. Pieter Judson shows that
creative government—and intractable problems the far-flung empire could not solve—left an
enduring imprint on successor states. Its lessons are no less important today.

Habsburg Splendor: Masterpieces from Vienna's Imperial Collections at the
Kunsthistorisches Museum
by Monica Kurzel-Runtscheiner (Editor), Franz Pichorner (Contributor), Stefan Krause (Contributor)
This beautiful book tells the fascinating story of the Habsburg dynasty, which ruled most of central
Europe, Spain, Belgium, and parts of Italy for nearly 600 years, from the 15th through the 20th
century. Charles V (1500–1558) once remarked that the sun never set on the Habsburg Empire, and
for most of its history, Vienna served as its capital. The Habsburgs were acclaimed collectors and
generous patrons of the arts. Franz Joseph I (1830–1916), the penultimate emperor of the dynasty,
created the Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna to house the artistic treasures of the empire.
Today, this museum possesses one of the most renowned collections in the world of Western art.
An extraordinarily wide-ranging survey of the Habsburgs’ collections, this volume features classical
Greek and Roman works, medieval arms and armor, tapestries, early modern painting and
craftwork, ceremonial gilded carriages, and opulent costumes. Together, they reveal the splendor
and the spectacle of the Habsburg court.

A History of the Habsburg Empire, 1526-1918
by Robert A. Kann
"An impressive achievement in a task of extraordinary difficulty...The outstanding asset of this work
does not consist in in its comprehensiveness and objectivity, however, nor even in the wide
knowledge and special expertise Kann can bring to bear from his early legal training, his formidable
scholarship on the nationalities question, and his keen critical appreciation of the diverse cultures of
the monarchy. Its greatest merit derives from the author's determination always to ask fundamental
questions, his care to discriminate between surface phenomena and deeper causes, his skill in
finding significant patterns in an apparently chaotic welter of events, his facility for perceptive and
penetrating distinctions and generalizations. In short, he tried with considerable success to tell what
really happened in history rather than simply what obviously happened."?Canadian Historical Review
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The Habsburgs: Dynasty, Culture and Politics
by Paula Sutter Fichtner
The death of Archduke Franz Ferdinand in Sarajevo in 1914 not only sparked the beginning of World
War I?it also initiated the beginning of the end of the six-hundred-year-old Habsburg dynasty, which
fell apart when the war ended, changing Europe forever. But how did the Habsburgs come to play
such a decisive role in the fate of the continent? Paula Sutter Fichtner seeks to answer this question
in this comprehensive account of the longest-lived European empire. Tracing the origins of the
house of Habsburg to the tenth century, Fichtner identifies the principal characters in the story and
explores how they were able to hold together such a culturally diverse and multiethnic state for so
many centuries. She takes account of the intertwining of culture, politics, and society, revealing the
strategies that enabled the dynasty’s extraordinarily long life: its dazzling mix of cultural propaganda,
public performances, and cunning political maneuvering. She points out the irony that one of the
crowd-pleasing performances that had enabled the Habsburg success?visiting beds of the
injured?led to Ferdinand’s death and the empire’s downfall. Breathing fresh life into the history of the
Habsburg reign, this accessible and authoritative history charts one of the pivotal foundation stories
of modern Europe.

The Habsburg Empire: A Very Short Introduction
by Martyn Rady
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The Habsburgs are the most famous dynasty in continental Europe. From the thirteenth to the
twentieth centuries, they ruled much of Central Europe, and for two centuries were also rulers of
Spain. Through the Spanish connection, they acquired lands around the Mediterranean and a chunk
of the New World, spreading eastwards to include the Philippines. Reaching from South-East Asia to
what is now Ukraine, the Habsburg Empire was truly global. In this Very Short Introduction Martin
Rady looks at the history of the Habsburgs, from their tenth-century origins in Switzerland, to the
dissolution of the Habsburg Empire in 1918. He introduces the pantheon of Habsburg rulers, which
included adventurers, lunatics, and at least one monarch who was so malformed that his true portrait
could never be exhibited. He also discusses the lands and kingdoms that made up the Habsburg
Empire, and the decisive moments that shaped their history. Dynasty, Europe, global power, and the
idea of the multi-national state all converge on the history of the Habsburg Empire. Martin Rady
shows how. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press
contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect
way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective,
new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.

The Habsburg Empire: A New History
by Pieter M. Judson
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In a panoramic and pioneering reappraisal, Pieter Judson shows why the Habsburg Empire
mattered so much, for so long, to millions of Central Europeans. Across divides of language,
religion, region, and history, ordinary women and men felt a common attachment to “their empire,”
while bureaucrats, soldiers, politicians, and academics devised inventive solutions to the challenges
of governing Europe’s second largest state. In the decades before and after its dissolution, some
observers belittled the Habsburg Empire as a dysfunctional patchwork of hostile ethnic groups and
an anachronistic imperial relic. Judson examines their motives and explains just how wrong these
rearguard critics were. Rejecting fragmented histories of nations in the making, this bold revision
surveys the shared institutions that bridged difference and distance to bring stability and meaning to
the far-flung empire. By supporting new schools, law courts, and railroads, along with scientific and
artistic advances, the Habsburg monarchs sought to anchor their authority in the cultures and
economies of Central Europe. A rising standard of living throughout the empire deepened the
legitimacy of Habsburg rule, as citizens learned to use the empire’s administrative machinery to their
local advantage. Nationalists developed distinctive ideas about cultural difference in the context of
imperial institutions, yet all of them claimed the Habsburg state as their empire. The empire’s
creative solutions to governing its many lands and peoples?as well as the intractable problems it
could not solve?left an enduring imprint on its successor states in Central Europe. Its lessons remain
no less important today.
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